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Tempi e Culture, storia dal 1650 al 1900, è un manuale, a norma del DM 781/2013, che innova
il racconto della Storia attraverso una scrittura avvincente e una sensibilità spiccata per gli
affreschi di società e per le testimonianze dirette dei protagonisti. Questo prodotto contiene link
esterni per la fruizione delle espansioni digitali correlate. Alcuni e-reader potrebbero non
gestire questa funzionalità.
Linee della storia, dal 1650 al 1900, è un manuale, a norma del DM 781/2013, che si distingue
per un racconto avvincente, una struttura narrativa lineare, una sensibilità particolare per la
storia delle innovazioni. Questo prodotto contiene link esterni per la fruizione delle espansioni
digitali correlate. Alcuni e-reader potrebbero non gestire questa funzionalità.
This open access book can be downloaded from link.springer.com Legal studies and
consequently legal history focus on constitutional documents, believing in a nominalist
autonomy of constitutional semantics. Reconsidering Constitutional Formation in the late 18th
and 19th century, kept historic constitutions from being simply log-books for political experts
through a functional approach to the interdependencies between constitution and public
discourse. Sovereignty had to be ‘believed’ by the subjects and the political élites. Such a
communicative orientation of constitutional processes became palpable in the ‘religious’
affinities of the constitutional preambles. They were held as ‘creeds’ of a new order, not only
due to their occasional recourse to divine authority, but rather due to the claim for eternal
validity contexts of constitutional guarantees. The communication dependency of constitutions
was of less concern in terms of the preamble than the constituents’ big worries about
government organisation. Their indecisiveness between monarchical and popular sovereignty
was established through the discrediting of the Republic in the Jacobean reign of terror and the
‘renaissance’ of the monarchy in the military resistance against the French revolutionary and
later Napoleonic campaigns. The constitutional formation as a legal act of constituting could
therefore defend the monarchy from the threat of the people (Albertine Statute 1848), could be
a legal decision of a national constituent assembly (Belgian Constitution 1831), could borrow
from the old liberties (Polish May Constitution 1791) or try to remain in between by referring to
the Nation as sovereign (French September Constitution 1791, Cádiz Constitution 1812).
Common to all contexts is the use of national sovereignty as a legal starting point. The
consequent differentiation between constituent and constituted power manages to justify the
self-commitment of political power in legal terms. National sovereignty is the synonym for the
juridification of sovereignty by means of the constitution. The novelty of the constitutions of the
late 18th and 19th century is the normativity, the positivity of the constitutional law as one
unified law, to be the measure for the legality of all other law. Therefore ReConFort will
continue with the precedence of constitution. (www.reconfort.eu)
What was the appeal and the tropes of national-patriotic discourse in nineteenth-century Italy?
How did Romanticism intersect with nationalist politics? Why did a young man or woman
become a patriot, join a nationalist movement and, if necessary, fight and die for the cause? By
addressing these and other questions, the innovative essays of this collection provide fresh
and topical perspectives on a central period in modern Italian history. Beside confronting the
narrative of 'Risorgimento', its gendered tropes, and the actual experiences of men and
women, the authors approach neglected areas of investigation on the Risorgimento - from the
relationship between religion and the nation to the connections with the issue of empire and
the aspirations of other peoples in the Mediterranean region. An important contribution to our
understanding of Italian and more generally European nationalism, this volume also enlightens
current discussions about the role of patriotism and the nature of nationalism in present-day
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Italy.
This volume is the result of an international conference held at Sapienza University in Rome on
June 20 and 21, 2013, as the final stage of the PRIN (Progetto di rilevante interesse nazionale)
project “Empires and Nations from the 18th to the 20th century”, during which scholars from all
over the world – academics, specialists, young researchers, PhD students and post-doctorates
– confronted diverse, but connected, topics on the relations between multinational empires and
the idea of the nation. In this way, the reality of the historical empires and national states was
represented, and concepts such as identity, nationality, and sovereignty analyzed. The first
part of this work is dedicated to the analysis of the origins of nation-states in the context of the
multinational Habsburg, Ottoman and Tsarist empires, while the second pays particular
attention to the issue of national minorities, which followed the dissolution of the great empires.
The third part is related to national identity and focuses on art and culture by presenting artists,
painters, writers and intellectuals who had played key roles in the formation of their national
identities. Such pioneers include Hungarians, Romanians, Serbs, Georgians, Chinese, and
Brazilians. Specific sections are dedicated to theoretical approaches and concepts such as
imperialism, geopolitics, nationality, and regionalism, and to the analysis of religious and
gender issues.
Religion and liberty are often thought to be mutual enemies: if religion has a natural ally, it is
authoritarianism--not republicanism or democracy. But in this book, Maurizio Viroli, a leading
historian of republican political thought, challenges this conventional wisdom. He argues that
political emancipation and the defense of political liberty have always required the self-sacrifice
of people with religious sentiments and a religious devotion to liberty. This is particularly the
case when liberty is threatened by authoritarianism: the staunchest defenders of liberty are
those who feel a deeply religious commitment to it. Viroli makes his case by reconstructing, for
the first time, the history of the Italian "religion of liberty," covering its entire span but focusing
on three key examples of political emancipation: the free republics of the late Middle Ages, the
Risorgimento of the nineteenth century, and the antifascist Resistenza of the twentieth century.
In each example, Viroli shows, a religious spirit that regarded moral and political liberty as the
highest goods of human life was fundamental to establishing and preserving liberty. He also
shows that when this religious sentiment has been corrupted or suffocated, Italians have lost
their liberty. This book makes a powerful and provocative contribution to today's debates about
the compatibility of religion and republicanism.
William Lloyd Garrison and Giuseppe Mazzini, two of the foremost radicals of the nineteenth
century, lived during a time of profound economic, social, and political transformation in
America and Europe. Both born in 1805, but into dissimilar family backgrounds, the American
Garrison and Italian Mazzini led entirely different lives -- one as a citizen of a democratic
republic, the other as an exile proscribed by most European monarchies. Using a comparative
analysis, Enrico Dal Lago suggests that Garrison and Mazzini nonetheless represent a
connection between the egalitarian ideologies of American abolitionism and Italian democratic
nationalism. Focusing on Garrison's and Mazzini's activities and transnational links within their
own milieus and in the wider international arena, Dal Lago shows why two nineteenth-century
progressives and revolutionaries considered liberation from enslavement and liberation from
national oppression as two sides of the same coin. At different points in their lives, both
Garrison and Mazzini demonstrated this belief by concurrently supporting the abolition of
slavery in the United States and the national revolutions in Italy. The two meetings Garrison
and Mazzini had, in 1846 and in 1867, served to reinforce their sense that they somehow
worked together toward the achievement of liberty not just in the United States and Italy, but
also in the Atlantic and Euro-American world as a whole. In the end, the abolition of American
slavery led to Garrison's consecration, while the new Italian kingdom forced Mazzini into exile.
Despite these different outcomes, Garrison and Mazzini both attracted legions of devoted
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followers who believed these men personified the radical causes of the nations to which they
belonged.
A sweeping history of Italy describes the turbulent birth of a unified modern nation during the
first half of the nineteenth century, its destructive role during World War I, the rise of Mussolini
and authoritarianism in the 1920s and 1930s, its defeat during World War II, and the legacy of
its tempestuous history for modern-day Italy.

This book brings together a distinguished group of historians to explore the
previously neglected relationship between nationalism and urban history. It
reveals the contrasting experiences of nationalism in different societies and
milieus. It will help historians to reassess the role of nationalism both inside and
outside the nation state.
The Oxford Handbook of Italian Politics provides a comprehensive look at the
political life of one of Europe's most exciting and turbulent democracies. Under
the hegemonic influence of Christian Democracy in the early post-World War II
decades, Italy went through a period of rapid growth and political transformation.
In part this resulted in tumult and a crisis of governability; however, it also gave
rise to innovation in the form of Eurocommunism and new forms of political
accommodation. The great strength of Italy lay in its constitution; its great
weakness lay in certain legacies of the past. Organized crime—popularly but not
exclusively associated with the mafia—is one example. A self-contained and well
entrenched 'caste' of political and economic elites is another. These weaknesses
became apparent in the breakdown of political order in the late 1980s and early
1990s. This ushered in a combination of populist political mobilization and
experimentation with electoral systems design, and the result has been more
evolutionary than transformative. Italian politics today is different from what it was
during the immediate post-World War II period, but it still shows many of the
influences of the past.
This book introduces the reader to the relationship between the Italian national
movement, achieved by the Risorgimento, and the Italian unification in 1860.
These themes are discussed in detail and related to the broader European
theatre. Covering the literary, cultural, religious and political history of the period,
Beales and Biagini show Italy struggled towards nation state status on all fronts.
The new edition has been thoroughly rewritten. It also contains a number of new
documents. In addition, all the most up to date research of the last 20 years has
been incorporated. The Risorgimento and the Unification of Italy remains the
major text on nineteenth century Italy. The long introduction and useful footnotes
will be of real assistance to those interested in Italian unification.
The most passionate advocates of Italy's unification in the nineteenth century
possessed an almost limitless faith in the benefits of civic association. They also
shared a common concern: once Italian unification was achieved and various
freedoms were established, would ordinary Italians naturally become responsible,
progressive citizens – especially after centuries of foreign rule, regional division,
and economic decline? Most unification advocates doubted that their fellow
citizens could form a modern, progressive civil society on their own, or that a
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vibrant association life would develop from the ground up. Building a Civil Society
is the first book-length English-language study of associational life in nineteenthcentury Italy. Drawing on extensive research in published and unpublished
documents – including associational records, newspapers, periodicals,
government documents, guidebooks, exhibition catalogues, memoirs, and private
letters – Steven C. Soper provides a complex account of Italian liberalism during
Europe's age of association. His study also raises important questions about the
role that associations play in emerging democracies.
La nazione non è un dato di natura. Non emerge dalle più lontane profondità dei
secoli. Né accompagna da sempre la storia d'Italia, dal Medioevo a oggi. È
necessario un discorso straordinariamente seducente per dare corpo alla
nazione. Per questo «le narrative nazionali sanno emozionare. Sanno
comunicare. Sanno toccare il cuore di un numero crescente di persone. Sanno
trasformare l'originario assunto discorsivo (l'esistenza di una nazione) da remota
astrazione in qualcosa che sembra avere lo spessore di un'effettiva realtà. Il
discorso nazionale si impone in forza di un suo eccezionale potere
comunicativo». Sono tre le 'figure profonde' che hanno attratto e sedotto le donne
e gli uomini che fecero l'Italia e hanno accompagnato il discorso nazionale dal
Risorgimento al fascismo: la nazione come parentela/famiglia; la nazione come
comunità sacrificale; la nazione come comunità sessuata, funzionalmente distinta
in due generi diversi per ruoli, profili e rapporto gerarchico. Sono questi i pilastri
simbolici che il Risorgimento lascia in eredità all'epoca liberale e fascista.
Cambieranno i contesti e le forme di governo, ma la struttura del discorso
nazionale resterà identica, nonostante diversi siano gli obiettivi politici che su di
essa si fondano.
This book focuses on the politics of national identity in Italy. Only a unified
country for just over 150 years, Italian national identity is perhaps more
contingent than longer established nations such as France or the UK. The book
investigates when, how and why the discussions about national identity and
about immigration became entwined in public discourse within Italy. In particular
it looks at the most influential voices in the debate on immigration and identity,
namely Italian intellectuals, the Catholic Church, the Northern League and the
Left. The methodological approach is based on a systematic discourse analysis
of official documents, interviews, statements and speeches by representatives of
the political actors involved. In the process, the author demonstrates that a
'normalisation' of intolerance towards foreigners has become institutionalised at
the heart of the Italian state. This work will be of particular interest to students of
Italian Politics, Nationalism and Comparative Politics.
With chapters on theatre and opera, architecture and urban planning, the
medieval revival and the rediscovery of the Etruscan and Roman past, The
Politics of Culture in Liberal Italy analyzes Italians' changing relationship to their
new nation state and the monarchy, the conflicts between the peninsula's ancient
elites and the rising middle class, and the emergence of new belief systems and
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of scientific responses to the experience of modernity.
An examination of the links between radicalism in Victorian England, and the
Risorgimento movement in Italy.
This is the first scholarly work in Modern European History which elucidates consistently how
border issues affect the history of nations and states in the 19th and 20th centuries. The book
rethinks the Italian history of the last 150 years from the perspective of its eastern periphery
and of the profound impact that events on the border had on the core of the country.
America in Italy examines the influence of the American political experience on the imagination
of Italian political thinkers between the late eighteenth century and the unification of Italy in the
1860s. Axel Körner shows how Italian political thought was shaped by debates about the
American Revolution and the U.S. Constitution, but he focuses on the important distinction that
while European interest in developments across the Atlantic was keen, this attention was not
blind admiration. Rather, America became a sounding board for the critical assessment of
societal changes at home. Many Italians did not think the United States had lessons to teach
them and often concluded that life across the Atlantic was not just different but in many
respects also objectionable. In America, utopia and dystopia seemed to live side by side, and
Italian references to the United States were frequently in support of progressive or reactionary
causes. Political thinkers including Cesare Balbo, Carlo Cattaneo, Giuseppe Mazzini, and
Antonio Rosmini used the United States to shed light on the course of their nation's political
resurgence. Concepts from Montesquieu, Rousseau, and Vico served to evaluate what Italians
discovered about America. Ideas about American "domestic manners" were reflected and
conveyed through works of ballet, literature, opera, and satire. Transcending boundaries
between intellectual and cultural history, America in Italy is the first book-length examination of
the influence of America's political formation on modern Italian political thought.
Until the beginning of the 18th century, to be 'Italian' meant to identify with a number of
collective memories, rather than a national memory. Yet there are elements of continuity that
have shaped Italian identity over the past 1,500 years. Religion, food, art and architecture, a
literary language, as well as a particular relationship between cities and countryside, between
family and civil society have all contributed to present day Italian culture and politics. Baldoli
explores the history of Italy as a country, rather than as a nation, in order to trace its
fascinating cultural and political development. Offering a way into each period of Italian history,
the book brings Italy's past to life with extracts from poetry, novels and music. Drawing on the
latest research published in English and Italian, this is the ideal introduction for all those
interested in Italy's cultural and social past and its significance for the country's present.
La nazione del risorgimentoparentela, santità e onore alle origini dell'Italia unitaEinaudiSublime
madre nostraLa nazione italiana dal Risorgimento al fascismoGius.Laterza & Figli Spa
Nell’epoca delle lotte per l’emancipazione delle nazionalità oppresse il Risorgimento greco
rappresentò la prima vera rottura dell’ordine europeo della Restaurazione. A differenza del
suo passato classico, ampiamente indagato, le vicende attinenti al processo di formazione e
costruzione dello Stato-nazione ellenico non hanno incontrato altrettanta fortuna. Sulla base
dei variegati scritti del tempo, frutto dell’opera di intellettuali, viaggiatori, artisti, politici,
cospiratori, il presente volume analizza le modalità, le forme e i livelli di ricezione del modello
risorgimentale greco da parte della cultura e dell’opinione pubblica italiana, in virtù di una
profonda e duratura connessione storico-culturale e politico-economica esistente tra le due
sponde del Mediterraneo, in un arco cronologico compreso tra le rivolte elleniche del 1770 e il
1844, anno di elaborazione del grandioso e utopistico progetto nazionalistico della Megali Idea.
Bringing together an interdisciplinary group of scholars, this volume explores nineteenthcentury Italian sexualities from a variety of viewpoints, illuminating in particular personal and
political relationships, same-sex desires, gender roles that defy societal norms, sexual
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behaviours of different classes and transnational encounters.
Providing a comprehensive history of Italy from around 1800 to the present, Italy in the Modern
World traces the social and cultural transformations that defined the lives of Italians during the
19th and 20th century. The book focuses on how social relations (class, gender and race),
science and the arts shaped the political processes of unification, state building, fascism and
the postwar world. Split up into four parts covering the making of Italy, the liberal state, war and
fascism, and the republic, the text draws on secondary literature and primary sources in order
to synthesize current historiographical debates and provide primary documents for classroom
use. There are individual chapters on key topics, such as unification, Italians in the world, Italy
in the world, science and the arts, fascism, the World Wars, the Cold War, and Italy in the 21st
century, as well as a wealth of useful features for students, including: * Comprehensive
bibliographic essays covering each of the four parts. * 23 images and 12 maps Italy in the
Modern World also firmly places both the nation and its people in a wider global context
through a distinctly transnational approach. It is essential reading for all students of modern
Italian history.
With Italy under Napoleonic rule at the beginning of the nineteenth century, the antiquarian
topic of anti-romanism became a pillar of the Italian nation-building process and, in turn, was
used against the dominant French culture. The history of the Italian nation predating the
Roman Empire supported the idea of an Italian cultural primacy and proved crucial in the
creation of modern Italian nationalism. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Italian
studies of Roman history would drape a dark veil over the earliest history of Italy while Fascism
openly claimed the legacy of the Roman Empire. Italic antiquity would, however, remain alive
through all those years, intersecting with the political and cultural life of modern Italy. In this
book, De Francesco examines the different uses of the constantly reasserted antiquity of the
Italian nation in history, archaeology, palaeoethnology, and anthropology from the Napoleonic
period to the collapse of Fascism.
This controversial and groundbreaking study proposes a compelling reinterpretation of the
political thought of one Italy's founding fathers, Giuseppe Mazzini (1805-1872), and in the
process suggests a new approach to understanding the origins of fascist ideology.
Giuseppe Garibaldi, the Italian revolutionary leader and popular hero, was among the bestknown figures of the nineteenth century. This book seeks to examine his life and the making of
his cult, to assess its impact, and understand its surprising success. For thirty years Garibaldi
was involved in every combative event in Italy. His greatest moment came in 1860, when he
defended a revolution in Sicily and provoked the collapse of the Bourbon monarchy, the
overthrow of papal power in central Italy, and the creation of the Italian nation state. It made
him a global icon, representing strength, bravery, manliness, saintliness, and a spirit of
adventure. Handsome, flamboyant, and sexually attractive, he was worshiped in life and
became a cult figure after his death in 1882. Lucy Riall shows that the emerging cult of
Garibaldi was initially conceived by revolutionaries intent on overthrowing the status quo, that it
was also the result of a collaborative effort involving writers, artists, actors, and publishers, and
that it became genuinely and enduringly popular among a broad public. The book
demonstrates that Garibaldi played an integral part in fashioning and promoting himself as a
new kind of “charismatic” political hero. It analyzes the way the Garibaldi myth has been
harnessed both to legitimize and to challenge national political structures. And it identifies
elements of Garibaldi's political style appropriated by political leaders around the world,
including Mussolini and Che Guevara.
Frontiere della storia, dalle rivoluzioni inglesi alla società di massa – a norma del DM 781/2013
– è un manuale in linea con le Indicazioni ministeriali: la narrazione storica si articola secondo
la nuova periodizzazione e il testo propone approfondimenti mirati sulle tematiche di
Cittadinanza e Costituzione. Questo agile manuale d’autore propone un racconto
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significativamente dimensionato, condotto con uno stile semplice e avvincente, in cui la storia
dialoga con la cultura, le arti, le scienze, i modelli di consumo, la vita materiale e spirituale.
Questo prodotto contiene link esterni per la fruizione delle espansioni digitali correlate. Alcuni ereader potrebbero non gestire questa funzionalità.
This book examines Anglo-Italian political and cultural relations and analyses the importance of
religion in the British 'Orientalist' perception of Italy. It puts religion at the centre of a harsh
political and cultural war, one that was fought on international, diplomatic, and domestic levels.
A study of the networks of opera production and critical discourse that shaped Italian cultural
identity during and after Unification. Opera’s role in shaping Italian identity has long fascinated
both critics and scholars. Whereas the romance of the Risorgimento once spurred analyses of
how individual works and styles grew out of and fostered specifically “Italian” sensibilities and
modes of address, more recently scholars have discovered the ways in which opera has
animated Italians’ social and cultural life in myriad different local contexts. In Networking
Operatic Italy, Francesca Vella reexamines this much-debated topic by exploring how, where,
and why opera traveled on the mid-nineteenth-century peninsula, and what this mobility meant
for opera, Italian cities, and Italy alike. Focusing on the 1850s to the 1870s, Vella attends to
opera’s encounters with new technologies of transportation and communication, as well as its
continued dissemination through newspapers, wind bands, and singing human bodies.
Ultimately, this book sheds light on the vibrancy and complexity of nineteenth-century Italian
operatic cultures, challenging many of our assumptions about an often exoticized country.
La Rivoluzione francese, la rivoluzione industriale, le nazioni e i nazionalismi, il Risorgimento,
lo studio storico delle classi sociali, la Grande Guerra, la rivoluzione bolscevica e l'Unione
Sovietica, il fascismo, la seconda guerra mondiale, il totalitarismo, fino alla storia delle donne e
alla globalizzazione. Sono quindici gli itinerari che Alberto Mario Banti ha selezionato per
introdurci alla storia contemporanea, guidati con mani sicure dagli autori e dalle opere che ne
hanno proposto le interpretazioni più significative.
This book analyzes the process of cultural production and consumption in late-eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century Italy and the ways in which authors, composers, publishers, performers,
journalists, and editors engage with the anxieties and aspirations of their diverse audiences.
The name Giuseppe Verdi conjures images of Italians singing opera in the streets and bursting
into song at political protests or when facing the firing squad. While many of the accompanying
stories were exaggerated, or even invented, by later generations, Verdi's operas—along with
those by Rossini, Donizetti, and Mercadante—did inspire Italians to imagine Italy as an
independent and unified nation. Capturing what it was like to attend the opera or to join in the
music at an aristocratic salon, Waiting for Verdi shows that the moral dilemmas, emotional
reactions, and journalistic polemics sparked by these performances set new horizons for what
Italians could think, feel, say, and write. Among the lessons taught by this music were that
rules enforced by artistic tradition could be broken, that opera could jolt spectators into intense
feeling even as it educated them, and that Italy could be in the vanguard of stylistic and
technical innovation rather than clinging to the glories of centuries past. More practically,
theatrical performances showed audiences that political change really was possible, making
the newly engaged spectator in the opera house into an actor on the political stage.

Conoscere il Risorgimento attraverso le idee di chi lo ha fatto, attraverso le parole che
hanno costituito l'ossatura del vocabolario politico risorgimentale; scrivere una storia
della mentalità patriottica che ha reso possibile quella stagione; esplorare il mondo
interiore delle élites risorgimentali, «per cercare di capire quali tipi di stimolazioni
psicologiche le abbiano concretamente indotte a maturare una sempre più marcata
insoddisfazione verso gli assetti istituzionali del loro tempo e ad impegnarsi lungo una
strada del dissenso politico che nel contesto della Restaurazione presentava rischi e
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costi (sia personali che politici) straordinariamente elevati»: questo l'intento del volume,
che si presenta come un dizionario ragionato attorno a ventotto lemmi. Un percorso che
rende così possibile ricostruire l'ideario politico condiviso da almeno tre generazioni di
persone dagli anni Ottanta del Settecento fino all'Unità d'Italia. Fra le parole chiave,
divise in quattro aree tematiche: Associazione, Censura, Decadenza, Costituzione,
Diritti/Doveri, Esilio, Libertà, Moderati/Democratici, Opinione pubblica, Papa, Popolo,
Rappresentanza, Segreto e società segrete, Unità. Concetti che spiegano in che modo
il Risorgimento si è venuto configurando come movimento rivoluzionario e quale sia la
distanza culturale che ci separa da esso.
Scrivere una storia del Risorgimento, inteso nel suo significato di movimento politicoculturale centrale dell'Italia contemporanea, è un'opera importante. Che è riuscita
splendidamente ad Alberto Mario Banti in questo libro.Roberto Coaloa, "Il Sole 24
Ore"Nel 1861 si forma il Regno d'Italia: dopo molti secoli di frammentazione statale la
Penisola è così riunita in un'unica compagine, i cui territori vengono completati nei dieci
anni seguenti. È un evento rivoluzionario, vissuto in questi termini dai contemporanei, in
Italia e fuori d'Italia. In questo libro, il lungo processo di formazione del movimento
nazionale dai primi slanci patriottici di fine Settecento alle organizzazioni insurrezionali,
ai tentativi rivoluzionari della prima metà dell'Ottocento, fino all'anno cruciale del
Regno.
Verdi's operas - composed between 1839 and 1893 - portray a striking diversity of
female protagonists: warrior women and peacemakers, virgins and courtesans,
princesses and slaves, witches and gypsies, mothers and daughters, erring and
idealised wives, and, last of all, a feisty quartet of Tudor townswomen in Verdi's final
opera, Falstaff. Yet what meanings did the impassioned crises and dilemmas of these
characters hold for the nineteenth-century female spectator, especially during such a
turbulent span in the history of the Italian peninsula? How was opera shaped by society
- and was society similarly influenced by opera? Contextualising Verdi's female roles
within aspects of women's social, cultural and political history, Susan Rutherford
explores the interface between the reality of the spectators' lives and the imaginary of
the fictional world before them on the operatic stage.
Few would doubt the central importance of the nation in the making and unmaking of
modern political communities. The long history of 'the nation' as a concept and as a
name for various sorts of 'imagined community' likewise commands such acceptance.
But when did the nation first become a fundamental political factor? This is a question
which has been, and continues to be, far more sharply contested. A deep rift still
separates 'modernist' perspectives, which view the political nation as a phenomenon
limited to modern, industrialised societies, from the views of scholars concerned with
the pre-industrial world who insist, often vehemently, that nations were central to premodern political life also. This book engages with these questions by drawing on the
expertise of leading medieval, early modern and modern historians.
This book offers a unique and fascinating examination of British and Irish responses to
Italian independence and unification in the mid-nineteenth century. Chapters explore
the interplay of religion, politics, exile, feminism, colonialism and romanticism in fuelling
impassioned debates on the 'Italian question' on both sides of the Irish Sea.
At the end of the First World War, countries across Europe participated in an
unprecedented ritual in which a single, anonymous body was buried to symbolize the
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overwhelming trauma of the battlefields. The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier explores
the creation and reception of this symbolic national burial as an emblem for modern
mourning. Bringing together literature, newspaper accounts, wartime correspondence,
and popular culture, The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier examines how the Unknown
Soldier was imagined in diverse national contexts and used by radically opposed
political parties. Laura Wittman argues that this monument established a connection
between the wounded body vulnerable to the war machine and a modern identity
defined by common mortality and social alienation. Highly original and interdisciplinary,
The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier powerfully links the symbolic language and ethics of
mourning to a fascinating national ritual.
In the nineteenth century, new cemeteries were built in many Italian cities that were
unique in scale and grandeur, and which became destinations on the Grand Tour. From
the Middle Ages, the dead had been buried in churches and urban graveyards but, in
the 1740s, a radical reform across Europe prohibited burial inside cities and led to the
creation of suburban burial grounds. Italy’s nineteenth-century cemeteries were
distinctive as monumental or architectural structures, rather than landscaped gardens.
They represented a new building type that emerged in response to momentous
changes in Italian politics, tied to the fight for independence and the creation of the
nation-state. As the first survey of Italy’s monumental cemeteries, the book explores
the relationship between architecture and politics, or how architecture is formed by
political forces. As cities of the dead, cemeteries mirrored the spaces of the living.
Against the backdrop of Italy’s unification, they conveyed the power of the new nation,
efforts to construct an Italian identity, and conflicts between Church and state.
Monumental cemeteries helped to foster the narratives and mentalities that shaped Italy
as a new nation.
Analyzes the films of major Italian postwar directors, from Amelio to Visconti, inspired
by literary masters, including Balzac and Tolstoy.
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